
Archer ESG Disclosure 
Management 
  
Businesses have increasingly prioritized Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) reporting 
to measure their commitment to sustainability and responsible corporate practices. Many 
companies are now aware of the importance of measuring and managing ESG performance 
to reduce risks and seek out opportunities for growth.

The Challenge
As businesses navigate their ESG journey, the imperative of producing comprehensive and 
trustworthy ESG reports becomes crucial. This entails not only communicating outcomes effectively 
to stakeholders but also adapting to the evolving landscape of mandatory reporting requirements 
in various jurisdictions worldwide.

The recent transition from voluntary to mandatory reporting adds layers of complexity, prompting 
companies to seek streamlined and automated processes for sustainability reporting. This entails 
not just efficiency but also a sophisticated approach to leveraging data across diverse reporting 
frameworks interchangeably.

Furthermore, ensuring the integrity and reliability of information is vital. Companies ought 
to deliver investor-grade data in an auditable format. Meeting these demands presents a 
formidable challenge that requires an innovative and efficient ESG disclosure solution.

The Archer ESG Solution
The Archer ESG Disclosure Management use case is a comprehensive solution addressing the 
growing demand for transparency in ESG reporting. Serving small businesses and large corporations, 
providing a complete solution that aligns with leading voluntary and regulatory frameworks. 

By leveraging Archer ESG Disclosure Management, companies can streamline the process of 
collecting, structuring, and generating reports in alignment with key sustainability frameworks. 
This includes adhering to the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 
recommendations and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 2 General Disclosures.

In addition to these voluntary frameworks, Archer ESG Disclosure Management now offers a 
cutting-edge capability tailored to comply with regulations such as the EU Corporate Sustainability 
Reporting Directive (CSRD) and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) S1 and S2. 
This innovative set of capabilities empowers companies to efficiently gather all requisite disclosure 
points, organize them systematically, and produce comprehensive reports, ensuring compliance 
and enhancing transparency in their ESG disclosures.

Lastly, companies can tap into Archer IRM suite to apply a holistic approach toward their ESG 
disclosures. By implementing Archer ESG solutions with a broader Archer IRM program, business 
leaders can establish and test proper controls for disclosures, mange identified issues and draw 
insights and tools needed to protect the business while adhering to their ESG policies.
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Features
 • Collect and aggregate data based on TCFD and leverage the content index template to  
  produce a final report.  
 
 • Gather information and report on GRI 2 General Disclosures.   
 
 • Capture and report disclosures for CSRD ESRS, using a prebuilt intuitive workflow.   
 
 • Gather disclosure points to report against IFRS S1 and S2.  

 • Track your disclosure collection and reporting progress at any time. 

Benefits 
 
 • Alignment with major ESG reporting frameworks and disclosures.  
 
 • Real-time insights into ESG reporting progress.  
 
 • Compliance with regulatory ESG standards.   
 
 • Informed decision-making using actional data aligned to ESG reporting frameworks.

About Archer
Archer is a pioneer in risk 
management delivering 
solutions for the heroes 
tasked with helping their 
organization deal with 
uncertainty. We enable 
better decision making with 
a technology platform to 
manage all types of risk. 
With more than 20 years 
of experience, Archer is 
solely dedicated to helping 
organizations manage risk, 
ensure compliance and meet 
emerging challenges such 
as ESG and operational 
resilience. Working with 
the largest pure risk 
management community 
globally with more than 
1,200 customers of all sizes 
and industries, we help our 
customers not by building a 
wall around their business 
but by building a bridge to 
their next opportunity. 
 
Visit www.ArcherIRM.com.
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